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COMPACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

WITH ESSENTIAL GROUPS OF CONFORMORPHISMS

BY

A. J. LEDGER AND MORIO OBATA«

Abstract. A solution to the following conjecture : A compact connected riemannian

«-manifold (n > 2) with an essential group of conformorphisms is conformorphic to

a euclidean «-sphere.

1. Introduction. Let (M,g) denote a riemannian manifold M together with a

riemannian structure g on M. In this paper we consider only manifolds (and sub-

manifolds) which are connected and either smooth (i.e. C°°) or analytic. The

class of a manifold will be mentioned only when the distinction between smooth

and analytic is important. Also, unless otherwise stated, we assume dim M>2.

For two riemannian manifolds (M, g) and (M', g') a diffeomorphism 6: M -^- M'

is called a conformorphism if it is conformai, i.e. if there is a function p on M such

that 0*g' = e2°g. If such a 6 exists we say that (M, g) and (M', g') are conformorphic.

If (M, g) = (M', g'), we say 9 is a conformorphism of (M, g). A group G of con-

formorphisms is called inessential if it is a group of isometries of (M, g) for some g

conformai to g; otherwise G is essential.

For a smooth (resp. analytic) riemannian manifold (M, g) let C(M, g) (resp.

I(M, g)) be the group of all conformorphisms (resp. isometries) of (M, g). Then

C(M, g) and I(M, g) are Lie transformation groups, with respect to the compact-

open topology, which act smoothly (resp. analytically) on (M, g). We write

C0(M, g) (resp. I0(M, g)) for the identity component of C(M, g) (resp. I(M, g)).

If C(M, g) is inessential, then it is the group of all isometries of (M, g) for some

g conformai to g.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result:

Theorem. Let (M, g) be a compact analytic riemannian n-manifold (n > 2) with

finite fundamental group. If the largest connected group C0(M, g) of conformorphisms

of (M, g) is essential, then (M, g) is conformorphic to a euclidean n-sphere Sn.

This is a generalization of the following results:
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Theorem A [1]. Let (M,g) be a compact riemannian n-manifold (n>2) with

finite fundamental group. If C0(M, g) is essential and transitive, then (M, g) is

conformorphic to a euclidean n-sphere Sn.

Theorem B [7]. Let (M,g) be a conformally flat riemannian n-manifold (n>2)

with finite fundamental group. IfC0(M, g) is essential, then (M, g) is conformorphic

to either a euclidean n-sphere Sn or a once-punctured euclidean n-sphere Sn — {p(a}

(which is conformorphic to a euclidean n-space En).

Though our theorem gives a solution to the conjecture, whether or not the

conditions 'analytic' and 'finite fundamental group' in our theorem can be

relaxed remains an open question.

We now collect some known results for our later use.

Theorem C [4]. Any compact subgroup ofC(M, g) is inessential.

Theorem D [5]. A separable, metric, locally compact, noncompact, connected group

of positive dimension contains a closed subgroup isomorphic to the additive group

of all real numbers.

In particular, a noncompact Lie group of positive dimension contains a closed

noncompact 1-parameter subgroup.

We write W for the conformai tensor field of type (1, 3) on (M, g). Then W is

invariant under the action of C(M,g), and if 1^=0 and dim M > 3, (M, g) is

conformally flat. If dim M = 3, if vanishes identically and it is known that there

is a tensor field \V of type (0, 3) constructed from the riemannian structure g

such that (M, g) is conformally flat when and only when W vanishes identically.

Also W is known to be invariant under the action of C(M, g) in case dim M =3.

(More generally, W is constructed for any dimension and is invariant under the

action of C(M, g) if W vanishes identically.)

In view of Theorem B to prove our theorem we have only to show, under our

assumptions, that (M, g) is conformally flat. In this context we state the following

theorem.

Theorem E [3]. If W is nowhere zero on (M, g) then C(M, g) is inessential.

For n = 3, Theorem E holds true if W is replaced by W mentioned above.

2. Local and global conformorphisms. As before, let (M, g) be a smooth or

analytic riemannian «-manifold. For tensor calculus on M we shall usually follow

[2]. For each pe M, let Mp (resp. M*) denote the tangent (resp. cotangent)

space to M at p. For Ye Mp and z e Mp* let Yl\z be the tensor of type (1, 1)

defined by Yl\z= Y (g) z —Z (g) y, where y and Z are the images of Y and z

respectively, defined by the isomorphism of Mp -* M* induced by g, and <g>

denotes tensor product.
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Let Ibe a conformai vector field on M. Thus S.xg— — (2/«)SAg- where SX=

-trace VA\ and £x denotes Lie derivation with respect to X. Then it is well

known (see [6] for example) that for any vector field Y on M,

(1) Vy VX = R(Y, X)-- d8X(Y)I-- Y A d8X,

and

(2) Vy dhX = (S.XL) Y.

In (1), / denotes the Kronecker tensor field and in (2)

where S and C are the Ricci tensor field and scalar curvature respectively.

We remark here that the right-hand side of (2) denotes a 1-form

Z-+(ZXLXY,Z).

We now consider the following system of differential equations defined along

any curve y on M,

VVY=AV,        V(4,) = z{V),

VVA = R(V, Y) + z(V)I+ V A z,        VFz = ((VY-A)L)V

where V denotes the tangent field along y, and each solution ( Y, A, <f>, z) consists

of a vector field Y, a tensor field A of type (1, 1), a function <f>, and a cotangent

vector field z defined along y. We remark that in the last equation of (3), VY — A

is acting as a derivation on L. Since the system (3) is linear it follows that there

exists a unique solution along y for each set of initial values.

From (1), (2) and (3) we then have

Lemma 1. Let X be a conformai vector field defined on an open set U. Then along

each curve in U, (X, VA", —hXjn, — dhXjn) is a solution of (3). If U is connected

X is uniquely determined by the values of X, VA', SX and d8X at any point of U.

For any local vector field Xatp e M (i.e. a vector field A'defined on some neigh-

bourhood of p) let (A')p be the germ at p of X. Let cp be the set of all germs atp

of local conformai vector fields at p. If X and Y are local conformai vector fields

at p then so are [A", Y] and aX for any real number a. It follows that c„ has an

induced Lie algebra structure. Similarly, there is a Lie algebra structure on the set

c(M, g) of all conformai vector fields on (M, g). We now seek a relation between cp

and c(M, g). Since only standard methods in the theory of systems of linear

differential equations will be used, details will be omitted.

Lemma 2. Suppose (M, g) is analytic. Let U be a normal neighbourhood of a

point p e M and let (X)p e cp. Then (X)p can be extended to a unique conformai
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vector field Y defined on U (i.e. Y is a conformai vector field on U such that

(X)p = (Y)p).

Proof. With the initial conditions (Y, A, <f>, z) = (X, VX, -8X/n, -d8X/n)p, the

system (3) has a unique solution along each geodesic through p. Hence we obtain

( Y, A, (¡>, z) defined on U. Moreover, Y, A, <f> and z are analytic. Now from Lemma 1

we have Y=X on some neighbourhood U1 oí p. Hence the tensor field T=2Yg

+ (2/n)8 Yg is zero on U1. Since T is analytic on U it follows that T is zero on U,

and therefore Y is a conformai vector field on U as required. Clearly (X)P = (Y)P.

Lemma 3. Let (M, g) be simply connected and analytic. Ifp e M then any (X)p e cp

can be extended to a conformai vector field defined on M. This extension defines an

isomorphism ofc„ onto c(M, g).

Proof. Let y. J —> M be a curve on M with initial point p, and let (Y, A,<j>,z)

be the solution of (3) along y with initial conditions

(Y, A, <f>, z)p = (X, VX, -SXIn, -d8Xjn)p.

Then it follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 that for each t e J there exists a

unique local conformai vector field Y't defined on some neighbourhood of y(t)

such that

(Yl, VY[, -SYiln, -d8YUn)nt) = (Y, A, <f>, z)m.

Then, by standard deformation theory, it results that the value of Y'y{1) at y(l)

depends only on the homotopy class of y. Since Mis assumed to be simply connected

we obtain in this way a vector field Y' on (M, g) which is clearly conformai

and is an extension of (X)p. The existence and uniqueness of each extension im-

plies that cp and c(M, g) are isomorphic.

In the remainder of this section our main purpose is to obtain sufficient con-

ditions for C0(M, g) and C0(M', g') to be isomorphic, where M' is an open

submanifold of M with induced riemannian structure g'. The method depends

essentially, on proving that the corresponding Lie algebras are isomorphic by

means of Lemma 3.

Let G be a Lie group acting as an effective transformation group on a smooth

(resp. analytic) manifold M. We write aa for the monomorphism of LG (the Lie

algebra of G) into the Lie algebra of all smooth (resp. analytic) vector fields on M.

Lemma 4. Let G and G1 be two connected Lie groups acting as effective transfor-

mation groups on a manifold M. Suppose Gx (as an abstract group) is a subgroup

of G and suppose aGlLG1 = aaLG. Then the inclusion map G-i^>- G is an analytic

isomorphism.

Proof. Since aa and aGl are monomorphisms with the common image aGLG

there is a unique isomorphism ß: LGX -^-LG such that aGi = aa ° ß. Then for all

t e R, X e LGU and peMwe have (exp tX)(p) = (exp tß(X))(p), where the expo-
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nential maps are defined with respect to the corresponding Lie groups. Hence,

since G is effective, for sufficiently small /, exp iA'=exp tß(X) = B(exp tX), where B

is the local isomorphism of groups induced by ß. Thus the inclusion map of

G, -> G is clearly analytic at the identity of Gi and hence everywhere. Since G±

is connected and LG1=LG the lemma follows.

Lemma 5. Let (M, g) be simply connected and analytic. Let (M', g') be an open

submanifold of (M, g) with induced riemannian structure g', and suppose M' is

invariant under the action of C0(M, g). Then the map a: c(Af, g) —>-c(M', g'),

defined by restricting all conformai vector fields on (M, g) to (M', g'), is an iso-

morphism.

Proof. The map a is clearly linear. Also, by Lemma 3, a is surjective. Finally,

a is injective since, by Lemma 3, each element in c(M', g') extends uniquely to an

element in c(M, g). Thus a is an isomorphism.

Lemma 6. With the notation and assumptions of Lemma 5, suppose M is compact.

Then the map r: C0(M, g) —> C0(M', g') defined by restricting to (M', g') all con-

formorphisms in C0(M, g) is an analytic isomorphism.

Proof. Since by restriction C0(M, g) acts conformally on (AT, g') it follows

that if X e acmg)LC(M, g) then a(X) e acm.ig-,LC(M', g'). Hence

a(aCiM,g)LC(M,g)) «= «c^.^LCÍM',g')-

Again, since M is compact aC(M,9) is an isomorphism of LC(M, g) onto c(M, g).

Thus if Xe cccw^iLCiM', g')) then a~\X) e ac<M^(LC(M, g)). Hence

(4) a{aCWt9)LC{M, g)) = ac(M-,90LC(M', g').

Now the map r is clearly a homomorphism. Moreover, since M is analytic

and M' is open, r is injective. Let G = r(C0(M, g)) and let G have the Lie group

structure such that r is analytic. Then G acts as an effective Lie transformation

group on M' and from (4) aB(LG) = acw, g.^LG{M', g'). Hence by Lemma 4, the

inclusion map (7-^ C0(M', g') is an analytic isomorphism. The lemma follows

immediately.

We finally prove a result on isometries.

Lemma 7. A closed subgroup H of I(M, g) is compact if and only if there exists

a compact orbit H(p) in M.

Proof. If H is compact then clearly every orbit is compact. Conversely, suppose

H is closed and H(p) is compact. Let K be the isotropy subgroup of H at p. Then

K is closed in H and hence in I(M, g). But K is contained in the isotropy subgroup

of I(M, g) at p which is compact. Hence K is compact. Now H(p) is closed in M

and hence is a locally compact, Hausdorff subspace of M. Then H(p) is homeo-

morphic to H\K by [1, Chapter II, Theorem 3.2]. It follows immediately that H

is compact.
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3. Proof of theorem. Let (M, g) be a manifold which is not conformally flat

and let Mx={pe'M : Wp#0}. In casedim M = 3, Mx={p e M : lfp # 0}. Then A/x

is an open subset of M and any component M' of Ml is an open submanifold of

M. Also, since W and W, when W=0, are invariant under the action of C(M, g)

it follows that M' is fixed under this action. Hence M' is fixed under the action

of C0(M, g).

Suppose (M, g) is also compact, simply connected and analytic. Let g' be the

restriction of g to M'. Then, by the map r of Lemma 7 we may identify CQ(M, g)

with C0(M',g'), and hence, by Theorem E, C0(M, g) = I0(M', g'), for some g"

conformai to g'. We wish to prove that C0(M, g) is compact, and this will be done

by a contradiction argument. Thus, suppose C0(M, g) is noncompact. Then by

Theorem D, C0(M, g) contains a closed noncompact 1-parameter subgroup H.

Then H is closed in I0(M', g") and hence, for p e M', the orbit H(p) is a closed

submanifold of M'. Since H is closed and noncompact, by Lemma 7, H(p) is

noncompact and is homeomorphic to H itself by the natural projection H —> H(p).

Let X be the conformai vector field on (M, g) corresponding to the 1-parameter

group H. Then X is nowhere zero in A/', since H(p) is homeomorphic to H.

Now on M we put

F(p) = \X®X®W\l       (resp. F(p) = \X ® X ® X ® W\l),

where we write |r| for the magnitude of any tensor T with respect to g.

Since X and W are invariant by H, so is X ® A' <g) W. As it is of type (3.3),

its magnitude is invariant by H as well. Thus we have

ilxF = 0       (resp. ÜXF = 0).

Hence F is a nonzero constant on H(p), p e M'. Suppose q e Cl H(p), p e M',

where Cl H(p) denotes the closure of H(p) in M.

Then F is a nonzero constant on Cl H(p) and hence F(q)=£0. Thus qe M'.

Consequently, since H(p) is closed in A/', we have q e H(p). Thus //(/?) is a closed

orbit in the compact space M and hence is a compact submanifold of M. It follows

from Lemma 7 that // is compact and so we have a contradiction. Thus C0(M, g)

must be compact and, therefore, inessential by Theorem C. It follows that if

(M, g) is compact, simply connected, and analytic with essential C0(M, g), then it

is conformally flat.

The extension to manifolds with finite fundamental group is an easy con-

sequence of Theorem B.
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